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Do not judge a book by its cover. 
So what is this book and its cover about? It represents a key holder. Let me help you to unlock the clues to 

the mystery it hides? Well to begin with the letters MESS is an abbreviation for the four big MESSengers in 

order of magnitude namely the Moon, the Earth, the Sun and the Sky. The Moon hugs the Earth in its 28 

day orbit around it and controls the sea tides like a rider a horse, The Earth gallops through the endless 

Sky in its 365 day orbit around the Sun, which sits as still as a chameleon in the centre of our solar 

system with flaming hot tongues of sunlight coming forth from it as fast as a chameleon’s tongue. On the 

right you have an O formed by the big yellow Sun, the much smaller Earth consisting of sea and land and 

the small red Moon in the middle. The word MESSO off course also means messenger in Italian. The most 

famous man in Italy is undoubtedly Pope Francis. In his favourite book there are 66 sub-books. The 19:19 

does not indicate time on a digital watch, but rather refers to the 19th chapter in the 19th sub-book of the 

favourite book of Pope Francis. Read that and you would understand what the cover of this book is about. 

According to the favourite book of Pope Francis in the 27th sub-book and its 12th chapter (27:12) a STAR is a 

messenger.  2000 years ago, a STAR was born. His birth was celebrated by the heavens with the arrival of 
a new star over his town of birth Bethlehem. Wise men from the east discovered his coming by studying the 

heavens. What does this study of the heavens teach the wise men and women of today? I wonder! 
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